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Description

In a quiz, when adding an introduction to the quiz, this introduction remains visible and unfolded for each new question. It should appear folded up to avoid causing distraction to the students.

- create a quiz with a (short) description and all options by default.
- create one question
- enter the quiz (preview mode) as teacher
- the description appears. Click "Start quiz"
- on the first question page, the description block appears unfolded. Normally it should be very discretely folded up to avoid showing the same content to the user each time. This is only there to check if you've forgotten the rules of the exam.
Descripción

**INSTRUCCIONES**

Lea atentamente las siguientes instrucciones:
1. Usted tiene 30 minutos para presentar el examen.
2. El examen consta de 25 preguntas.
3. Para aprobarlo tendrá que alcanzar 74%.
4. Cada pregunta correcta le otorga dos puntos.
5. Cada pregunta incorrecta le resta medio punto.
6. Al terminar el examen presione **Terminar ejercicio** para que el sistema realice la calificación.
7. Usted tiene (02) intentos, seleccionaremos como resultado final la calificación más alta.
8. Finalizando el examen escribir a: info@chamilo.org para solicitar resultado y certificado en caso de haber obtenido igual o mayor a 74%

Cuando esté listo presione el botón de **Inicio**.
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Associated revisions

**Revision 9b2d4e5e** - 17/02/2016 15:37 - Angel Fernando Quiroz Campos
Display question description collapsed - refs #8078

**Revision 6ce8dcc1** - 17/02/2016 15:51 - Angel Fernando Quiroz Campos
Display question description collapsed - refs #8078

Conflicts:
main/exercice/exercise_submit.php

**Revision d86b7886** - 17/02/2016 18:13 - Angel Fernando Quiroz Campos
Show the collapsible panel header like a clickable block - refs #8078

**Revision 96d61e19** - 17/02/2016 18:16 - Angel Fernando Quiroz Campos
Show the collapsible panel header like a clickable block - refs #8078

History

#1 - 12/02/2016 09:37 - AliaMori com

Hello Yannick,

I agree that the description can be distracting in probably most cases. HOWEVER, in certain cases it is highly convenient to have it showing. For
example in exams in all questions are on 1 page and in which the student must listen to an ongoing audio tape or read a large transcript. Thus, I would suggest that this be an OPTION (show / hide). Thank you.

#2 - 12/02/2016 16:25 - Yannick Warnier

Hi,

The description does show before you start the test, and is still available (just folded) while taking it. The issue here is that is always shows full-size, and that is an issue because you have to scroll. Adding an option is an issue because it implies adding a new field in the database, which we can only do when moving from one major version to the next (every 2 years or so), for stability reasons.

So no option this time, sorry ;-)

#3 - 16/02/2016 21:09 - Yannick Warnier

- Assignee changed from Julio Montoya to Angel Quiroz

#4 - 17/02/2016 15:41 - Angel Quiroz

- Status changed from Assigned to Needs testing
- Assignee deleted (Angel Quiroz)
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Fixed!

#5 - 17/02/2016 15:59 - Yannick Warnier

- Status changed from Needs testing to Assigned
- Assignee set to Angel Quiroz
- % Done changed from 100 to 80

It would be better if the whole div containing the "Description" title would be clickable.

#6 - 17/02/2016 18:22 - Angel Quiroz

- Assignee changed from Angel Quiroz to Alex Aragon

d86b788 Not fully clickable due to the style of the panel

#7 - 03/03/2016 17:23 - Yannick Warnier

- Status changed from Assigned to Needs testing
- Assignee changed from Alex Aragon to Yannick Warnier

#8 - 03/03/2016 22:42 - Yannick Warnier

- Status changed from Needs testing to Bug resolved
- Assignee changed from Yannick Warnier to Angel Quiroz
- % Done changed from 80 to 100

Tested and approved. Thanks.
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